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About This Content

Hungry for more co-op action? This pack contains another full co-op campaign: 10 brain-twisting levels that will test your skills
and friendship in new ways.

Download now and put your co-op skills to the test!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 2 GHZ, dual core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD5100 (Iris) / GeForce GT630 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space
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As others have said, this is a SCUMMVM game. Not a native experience. SCUMMVM is excellent, but I expected more from a
direct-from-the-company release. Disney's name is front and center on the publisher line. The mouse is really wonky if you have
a high-dpi mouse. Even turning it down to its slowest speed still resulted in massive jumps, making the game unplayable due to
timing puzzles. The audio is emulatred PC Speaker with modulated square-wave, so don't expect Amiga style music. Also, if
your monitor is set up for 1:1, you're going to be playing this in a TINY rectangle. Because the ScummVM UI is supressed, you
can't adjust that before launching. You have to launch the menu with F5, then return to launcher. Additionally, if you're into
GPL, you'll note the lack of required GPL verbiage in the Disney EULA. It's way better to play this within Day of the Tentacle..
Really enjoyable game. Great work.. A game where you shoot balls into the bosses mouths. Why wouldn't you like it?. Looks
and feels like a early access game and never got any further than that, it had good content as a early access game but guess the
developers just wanted some fast cash.Do yourself a favour and don't buy this rubbish unless any further development gets put
in, which to be honest can't see that happening now after all this time.. Extremely fun and very difficult original game. Your
goal is to drag a box around enemies with the cursor (your spaceship) to destroy them without touching anything or you die.
There is no level select screen, you have to beat one of the preset levels until you face one of many different bosses. You get
different upgrades and perks after each round. Good music.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdldymklzZs
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Where to begin? this game have potential, but everything feels wrong

Pros:
- good graphics for a small 1gb game
- Decent Cockpit details
- Plane Color Customization is pretty nice to look at

Cons:

- \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Dogfight system (Like Ace Combat Assault Horizon's DFM mode), where almost
every gun kill have to go through this system.
- Badly implemented multi character system (Rather than force 2 characters in one fight, why not two seperate stories or you
pick who will you play as?) and if you use the other one, the one you didnt use starts to Beg for you to use them, this isnt like
any Flight game where you play in a squad\/team where they at least let you give orders to the other person
- Horrible Bomb mechanics and bomb camera
- Bad Optimization (Have to Run at a windowed and lowered resolution on my Gtx 950M, cant go fullscreen and 1080p)
- \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Default Controls, and un rebindable (unless you have to go through a .ini File)
- pretty confusing missions ( The mission in the Canyon chasing the P-80s is a bad example, your character says that he'll follow
the target, yet the objective tells me to shoot it down)
- I dont know how to say this but if a plane have multiple guns, only two of them will fire (example only 2 guns of the spitfire's
wings will fire instead of four of them"
- And pretty bad cutscene

If you're going to buy this to scratch that Crimson skies itch, then this wont satisfy it although it can scratch that itch if its
properly made. Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥.. this game is rough. The good reviews, well edited trailers, and neat concept fooled me. It
might be a good game, but at this point it's pretty far off.

AI is hilariousy bad. Graphics are worse. The under water area on the game is indescribebly barren and the trailers make it seem
MUCH more than it is. There's obviously bugs... as with any Alpha game, but there are several that made me question just why
they thought this build, or any previous build was even close to a release. The "fight off" pirates part is a hilarious
misrepresentation of what combat is all about.

Combat is as follows: Upbeat string music begins playing, you look around and spot a dingy with a driver and a man firing at
you. The boat pulls up to within about 15-20 feet of you (every time) from whatever intial angle of attack they first came in on,
with no variation, maneuvering, or semblence of any real AI. They cant shoot through the cabin of the boat, so you just time the
shots and peak between firing, because otherwise the gunner WILL hit you as they have laser accuracy at whatever distance they
can engage. Both driver and gunner take 3 shots each, if the gunner is killed first the boat immediately does a u-turn and tries to
flee, if you kill the driver the boat sinks, you get some loot. And then another one comes... And another. And another. Annnnd
another. Until you destroy a beacon with 50 shots or about 300 swings of an axe. Enemies on platforms stand entirely still, no
seeking cover, no running from shots, and no rection to being shot. As stated turrets and pirates can engage from a long distance
and will hit you EVERY SINGLE TIME. So in the case of attacking a pirate fort... there's probably 15 people and 5 or so turrets
firing at once, making it impossible to even leave your cabin.

I'm sure if the dev is worth his salt and continues to work on it, it could be a pretty cool game. But at the moment it's far too
rough. $15 is even too much at this point.. Literally can't play the game. The menu buttons don't even work.... I am a huge fan of
the original Sega CD version of this game so I naturally had to get this remastered version. I enjoy the game so much more using
the mouse to control the cameras and traps. The video has been cleaned up significantly and I like how the player can choose to
play with different layouts and icons. I hope that the developer moves on to Double Switch next!. for those who want a simple
game and not boring this one is for you this game is not p2w. This game is super weird and fun! The hand drawn art style is
super cool and the story of the game is very charming and funny.

You can see me play through the game here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWF4bLR04AA
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